Eco Development LED Lighting Project Case Studies

DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION
General Benefits of LED Conversion
•

Improved Safety and Visibility through enhanced optics and better CRI

•

Increased Site Lighting with higher foot-candles, more consistency, and
even controls

•

Reduced Energy Costs by utilizing longer lasting and more efficient
fixtures

•

Lower Maintenance Costs as LED fixtures typically last for over 20 years

•

Sustainability by lowering energy usage while minimizing light pollution

•

Greater Asset Management through monitoring and metering capabilities

•

Utilizing Controls to customize the lighting solution

Sample Project Highlights

Prison Equipped with Holophane LED Lighting
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CASE STUDY

LED Project: Elementary School Gym

June 2018

Project Description
In the Spring of 2018, Eco Development was tasked with finding a
solution for a local elementary school. The goal was to increase the
foot candles in the gymnasium area while still saving energy.
After conducting a field audit at the school and holding several
discussions with the staff, it was clear that there was an opportunity
to eliminate some fixtures from the existing layout. The school’s
gymnasium contained 30 400-watt metal halide fixtures. Eco
Development teamed up with Holophane to use the Phuzion
General (PHG), which was perfect for this solution. The PHG, with
an 18,000-lumen package only requires 131 watts to function. This
allowed Eco to eliminate 15 of the original 30 fixtures while
increasing the foot candles from 25 to 50. We also reduced the
wattage by over 600%, going from 13,950 watts to just 1,965 watts
total, making this an extremely successful project.

Insert Picture

Elementary School Gymnasium

LED Fixtures
Installed:
15

Before: 30 Fixtures

Kilowatts
Reduced:
11.99

Kilowatt Hour
Savings:
45,738

After: 15 Fixtures

Total Annual
Savings:
$6,047.55

Annual ROI:
37.66

New Lighting Layout
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CASE STUDY

AK STEEL
April 2016

LED Project: Middletown, OH

Project Description
Not all environments pertaining to lighting are created equal and AK Steel
presents one of the most rugged. When considering viable lighting solutions
in AK Steel extreme heat, dust, vibration, and very high mounting heights are
just a few of the considerations. Eco Development partnered with Graybar to
find the best lighting solution for the Middletown location.
After much research and thorough field testing, we selected the Phuzion Industrial High Bay from Holophane Lighting. It was the best performing and
most reliable fixture that was tested. We specified it with a 30,000 Lumen 5K
package. Even after eliminating roughly 30% of existing fixtures, foot candles were increased, sometimes, upwards of 200%. Mounting heights for this
installation ranged from 40’ to 65’.
This project qualified for very substantial Energy Rider discounts through an
exemption program offered through PUCO. Eco Development conducted all
of the pre and post analyses to qualify for these lucrative rate reductions.
These types of programs are only available to very large energy users.

Green Coil Storage: Before & After

Left: East Processing
during installation. Shows

disparity of existing and
new.
Right: Hot Roll Processing during installation.
Front is existing and back
is complete.
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CASE STUDY

KAO BRANDS
LED Project: Port Union, OH

February 2016

Project Description
Kao Brands, USA occupies an expansive facility where it conducts warehousing and distribution operations. The existing fixtures in this terminal were 6lamp T8 and T5 linear florescent high bays. They were delivering 17-Foot
Candles to the floor from a 34’ mounting height. The objective of this project
was to replace the existing fixtures with a more efficient, longer last solution
while not sacrificing delivered light.
Eco Development proposed and installed 95W and 140W LED high bays with
occupancy sensors and used the existing circuitry and wiring to minimize
costs. The new solution drastically reduced energy consumption while actually increasing foot candles. After completing installation, foot candles in the
aisles were raised to 20-23 and in the open areas, near the docks, foot candles now range from 34-42. The new solution will be virtually maintenance
free for over 10-years.

“We are very happy with the
work Eco Development did at

our Port Union, OH facility. The
terminal is much brighter and
safer. The LED Solution looks
great and our savings are incredible!”
- Robert Humbarger, Facilities Director
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CASE STUDY

ONTRAC
April 2015

LED Project: Commerce, CA

Project Description
OnTrac is an express courier company which operates out of 37
states. It utilizes terminal facilities, such as this one in Commerce,
CA for package sorting and distribution. The goal of this project
was to decommission the existing 6-lamp T5 high bays and replace
them with more efficient, longer lasting LEDs.
Eco proposed a 24,819 Lumen LED high bay from ILP for the task.
This fixture combines the needed Lumens for the existing layout
and mounting height of 32’ and the necessary controls technology
for Title 24 Compliance in California. Eco has experienced great
success with this fixture in environments such as OnTrac - Commerce.
Upon completion, the new LED fixtures deliver 34-42 foot candles
to the floor with a lighting power density of only 0.184 (previously
0.307). They will serve this facility virtually maintenance free for
the next 10-plus years.

This project required a substantial exterior package for the building grounds as well as the loading
docks. Eco replaced existing 400W and 1000W
HID Wall Mounted Floods with Holophane Mongoose LED Floods. The Mongoose is powerful
and versatile, which makes it perfect for these
types of applications. Separate optics packages
were used for the grounds and general purpose
lighting and a higher lumen package was used for
the loading docks.
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